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THE IMPORTANCE OF IDENTITY

PART 1

The IMPORTANCE
of IDENTITY
On the face of it, ‘identity’ is a simple concept to understand. However, while the basics of the subject are well
understood, identity is an issue that is currently occupying the minds of governments and commercial organizations
around the world. Against a backdrop of increasing identity fraud, the problem they face is how to introduce robust
and accurate systems for verifying identity, while making those systems as unobtrusive as possible, cost effective,
efficiently secure and more convenient. At the same time, these identity systems must allow greater mobility,
introducing the possibility of decentralized access and control, and increase the speed of any transaction undertaken
through such a system. To meet all these requirements is certainly a challenge, but it is feasible thanks primarily to
advances in technology.

A person’s identity comprises three main elements – attributed
identity, biographical identity and biometric identity. ‘Attributed
identity’ is made up of information that is linked with a person
soon after they are born. This normally includes their name,
date and place of birth, as well as information about their
parents.
As soon as a baby leaves hospital and enters society, it will start
creating an identity trail in the form of official documents, such
as health records and school certificates. Later in life it will also
end up with a detailed history of interactions with organizations,
such as banks and local government. This historical information
is known as a person’s ‘biographical identity’.
At a more basic level, a person’s identity is intrinsically related
to their unique physical attributes, such as their fingerprints or
iris pattern. These attributes are known as ‘biometric identifiers’
and can be a powerful way to verify a person’s given identity.
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Establishing Identity
The ability to prove one’s identity is fundamental to the smooth
running of society. Almost every non-cash transaction requires
a degree of identity confirmation – from verifying the identity
of an elderly person applying for their pension payment, to the
identification of a business associate halfway around the world.
Relying upon the truthful identity of whom you are dealing
with, is critical because it creates a level of security and trust
between two parties.
Establishment of identity refers to identity proofing processes,
usually based on documentary evidence, to identify a subject in
a certain context. The means by which a person can prove their
identity are diverse, and differ in their sophistication depending
upon the scenario. If the owner of a local shop is setting up a
credit account for a known customer, then simple proof of
address may be the only credential he needs. However, if that

shop owner interacts with the government via the Internet, then he
might need a higher level of identity authentication, perhaps based
on smart cards, digital certificates or even biometric techniques,
such as fingerprint recognition.

Trusting in Identity
At its most basic level, identity can be verified verbally and
this is normally enough for day-to-day interactions, such as
making acquaintances. As soon as an additional level of trust is
required, however, such as opening up an account at a library,
then a higher degree of identity checking might be needed. Often,
such higher level of trust can be achieved by checking a driving
license, passport or an identity card, which typically contain a
photographic proof of the person.

A Technology Solution
While identity fraud has proliferated since the advent of the
Internet and the almost ubiquitous use of the PC, it is certainly not
just the digital world where the problem is found. Over the past
few years a new sense of urgency could be seen by officials needing
more robust and efficient ways to secure documents governing
travel, interaction with government, driving licenses and so on.
Many of the traditional methods for establishing identity are no
longer strong enough to deter a determined criminal or to meet new
legislative requirements – supposedly well-secured documents
can be counterfeited, which could lead to sensitive documents on
IT systems being accessed, credit card numbers can be obtained
and used illegally, or bogus benefits claims can be made. Another
problem is the inefficient and out-dated infrastructure that is often
in place for establishing identity.

If the world were full of honest people then the level of
identity verification needed for any transaction would be low.
Unfortunately, identity fraud is one of the fastest growing
crimes in the world today. Despite this alarming level of identity
fraud, historically the issue has often been given low priority by
governments. They were more focused on the problem of people
misleading the government as to their own true status (i.e.
claiming unemployment benefit when they are, in fact, working),
rather than identity fraud. Today however, public officials are now
beginning to take this issue extremely seriously.

New technology can certainly help to make systems more robust,
while experienced integrators of such technology can be invaluable
in ensuring the project is sensibly specified and implemented, with
realistic outcomes achieved.

This is perhaps because of the frightening speed at which this
crime seems to be accelerating. Nearly 60 million Americans have
been affected by identity theft, according to a 2018 online survey
by The Harris Poll. That same survey indicates nearly 15 million
consumers experienced identity theft in 2017. Furthermore,
according to “2018 Identity Fraud: Fraud Enters a New Era of
Complexity”, from Javelin Strategy & Research, in 2017, there were
16.7 million victims of identity fraud, a record high that followed
a previous record the year before. Criminals are engaging in
complex identity fraud schemes that are leaving record numbers
of victims in their wake. The amount stolen hit $16.8 billion last
year, as 30 percent of U.S. consumers were notified of exposure to
a data breach last year, an increase of 12 percent from 2016. For
the first time, more Social Security numbers were exposed than
credit card numbers.

There is a model of authentication methods that starts off asking
whether a person knows a particular piece of information, such
as their PIN or password. Another method determines whether
that person has a particular object in their possession, such as a
bankcard. The third method looks at intrinsic characteristics of
that person, such as their fingerprint, i.e. what they are.

Examples of new identification technologies that are available to
increase resistance to fraud and to improve efficiency include:
security tokens, such as smart cards; biometric sensors, such as
fingerprint or iris scan devices; and public key infrastructure
(PKI) solutions.

In the physical world, the most common identification method
is based on the principle of possession, such as smart cards
or ID cards – in most technologically advanced countries, for
example, more than 90% of adults carry some form of plastic card
for financial purposes. In the digital world, the most common
authentication method is via the principle of what a person knows,
such as their password. In order to obtain the best security, these
methods are ideally combined in one way or another, for example,
by combining possession and knowledge or biometric methods. A
smart card that generates a digital signature once their fingerprint
or password details have been confirmed would be a strong
authentication device.
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Smart Card as Secure Identification and
Authentication Device
From an identification standpoint, there are many advantages a
smart card brings to an ID verification solution. The embedded
chip can hold far more information than a traditional magnetic
stripe card, and crucially, there are sophisticated security
measures in place to guard against unauthorized access or
manipulation of the data that resides within. Smart cards are
also more than capable of storing biometric identifiers and even
of performing on-card matching calculations. The security chip
contained in an electronic ID card can encrypt the data and store
it in an encrypted form. If different applications – such as an ID
card, driving license/permit and digital signature for accessing
special public authority services – are combined on a smart card,
the security chip can reliably isolate these applications and the
associated data records from one another. It will also permit the
setting up of different levels of access authorization.
Another advantage of a smart card ID, is that it allows data to
be stored locally. There is no longer any necessity for a citizen’s
personal data to be stored in a background system. On the smart
card, it can, quite literally, be put back into the hands of the
individual citizen. Compared with centralized data storage, an
attack on the data becomes much less of an attraction for data
thieves. Each ID holder carries their personal data permanently
with them on the smart card. For the data thief, it is therefore
very difficult to access large volumes of personal data. Moreover,
integrated semiconductor technology enables the use of automatic
mechanisms to deactivate an ID card (at the end of a fixed term of
validity, for example).
These properties make the smart card one of the best tokens to
carry identity information – a fact that has been recognized by
many governments and organizations.
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A Secure Future?

A WORLD OF APPLICATIONS

PART 2

The rise of identity fraud has served to sharpen the minds of
decision makers in both the government and commercial arena.
Identity issues are now being taken seriously and solutions are
being sought. As the proliferation of technologies, such as smart
cards continue, and as cutting-edge biometric technologies
mature, it is inevitable that the world will become more difficult to
operate in for the identity fraudster.

A WORLD of
APPLICATIONS

Alongside security issues, consumer convenience will also be
enhanced. Citizens will be able to interact efficiently with all levels
of government on whatever digital device they choose. Consumers
will be able to purchase goods online without the fear of fraud,
passengers will be able to pass through borders faster and easier
than ever before and companies will be able to grant their workers
remote access to company files, safe in the knowledge that only
their employees can access the information.
The day could come when identity issues take a back seat once
again. But not because they are unimportant, rather, because
the processes will become so transparent and secure that the
consumer will forget that instances of fraud could still be out
there.

Identification today is sophisticated, but despite thousands of years of progress, there are only a few additional
reasons one might wish to use identification techniques. These include logical access control, time and attendance
monitoring and transaction authentication.

Leading players in the identification sector, such as Infineon
Technologies, are providing identification technologies in large
volumes to health insurance schemes, banks, national and local
governments, transport system operators and a host of other
organizations. Each of these customers will have unique issues to
solve, but almost all will be based on one or more of the following
identification requirements. Requirements that Infineon can
address with its broad portfolio of security controllers, security
memories and system solutions:
•

Physical access control – securing any physical asset ranging
from a bank safe to an entire country border;

•

Time and attendance – confirming the physical presence
of a person and monitoring how long they remain within a
designated area;

•

Logical access control – safe-guarding access to data stored
in PCs, networks and mobile devices;

•

Transaction authentication – identification procedures that
give integrity to transactions. These may range from the
signing of mortgage papers to the withdrawal of cash at an
ATM or an e-commerce transaction;

•

Citizen ID – the identification of a citizen by an official body,
such as a government agency. Examples range from national
ID card applications to driver’s licenses or access to welfare
benefits.

Categorizing Identity
While identification systems will normally perform one or more of
the above functions, the list of places where human identification
might be needed could be huge. However, broad groupings do
emerge into which most applications can be assigned to. These
include governmental applications, commercial applications and
personal applications.
Government applications range from driver’s licenses to travel
documents, while commercial applications include bankcards,
transport cards, and accessing business networks. Personal
applications can involve the securing of assets, such as a person’s
home, car, mobile phone or even crypto wallet.
Often these categories can be broken down further. For example,
government applications can either be public facing, such as the
issuance of a national entitlement card, or solely for governmental
internal use, such as the protection of a secure facility against
unauthorized entry of non-governmental personnel. Similarly,
in the commercial world identification schemes can be designed
for either customers or staff. An example might be the verification
of staff in an airport environment to allow them access to airline
computer systems, while customers may be identified as part of a
frequent flyer scheme.
Some applications can also be divided into security or convenience
categories. For example, a proof-of-age card, which allows an
individual to demonstrate they are old enough to buy goods such
as alcohol, fireworks or tobacco, is very convenient. However, the
use of a retinal scan device to access a protected facility is clearly
a security measure.
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Inline Window Application
IPS

Inline Production System for ID Cards ·
Data Pages · Driving Licenses ·
Resident Permit Cards

Fully automatic punching
and inserting

Making Identification Better

Application Scenarios

Many applications that require identification processes already
use techniques that are perfectly adequate for the task in hand. For
example, the use of a username and password provides sufficient
security (although perhaps not sufficient convenience) for people
accessing their PCs at home. However, there are numerous
other application areas that are receiving attention because the
identification methods used today are becoming unacceptable in
a world that demands better security and greater efficiency. In the
government arena the application areas under the most scrutiny
at present include:

Some of the most visible advanced identification technology
using smart cards in action today, include the provision of
e-governmental services, the continuing of e-services to banking
customers and the advancements being made in the healthcare
sector to optimize the provision of services. Clearly, however,
the mobile telecommunications, transportation and leisure
industry are also vibrant markets for the use of new identification
technology.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For cards and data pages
Zero gap technology
Full lamination for
utmost durability

National Identity Cards,
International Travel Documents, such as passports,
Asylum seeker control, e.g. by using refugee cards,
Social Security Cards,
Driver’s Licenses,
e-Government initiatives, e.g. issuing voter cards,
Healthcare Cards,
Residence Permits,
Registered Traveller Cards,
Voter Registration Cards ,
Tachograph Driver Cards,
Taxi Drivers Cards

In the commercial world the areas receiving most attention
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banking, including the introduction of secure credit and debit
cards and in-branch identity checks,
Secured business communication, both between businesses
and internally with secure employee cards,
Mobile Communications, such as SIM Cards,
Healthcare applications, such as insurance cards and
securing patient records,
Transportation schemes,
Event ticketing

Government ID Cards
One could argue that the current social and political climate
worldwide has highlighted already existing concerns about
national security. Consequently, many countries are looking at
more comprehensive and robust ID measures, such as national
ID card schemes, sophisticated driver’s licenses, or passports that
hold the owner’s biometric data.
Numerous forward-looking countries have already decided to use
or are considering the introduction or replacement of such systems
with advanced technology, which can help to enhance security,
raise efficiency and increase citizen accountability.
The introduction of a national ID card is an excellent way to allow
the unequivocal identification of a country’s citizens and resident
aliens. It can be an effective measure in helping to prevent fraud,
especially if it takes the form of a smart card, which can enable
offline verification of the cardholder, while providing access to the
necessary information wherever or whenever it is needed.
High-tech electronic national ID cards are a new application field
for some governments (especially those with existing ID schemes
in place), but others face an uphill struggle to persuade their
citizens to accept such documents at all and have been reluctant to
try and introduce legislation mandating their issuance.

In all these areas the use of advanced identification systems, such
as smart cards, tokens, PKI systems or biometrics, are under
serious consideration, and in most cases there are numerous
deployments that demonstrate the advantages of such technology.

INNOVATIVE MACHINERY SOLUTIONS SINCE 1956

Please visit us at: TRUSTECH · Cannes, France · Booth: RIV A054 | HSP Asia · Hanoi, Vietnam |
HSP EMEA 2019 · Malta | RFID Journal LIVE! · Phoenix, USA
more

www.melzergmbh.com
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Smart eID Cards, ePassports & Driver’s Licenses for Bosnia
& Herzegovina
By Mühlbauer ID Services

SMART EID CARDS, EPASSPORTS & DRIVER’S LICENSES FOR BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

preventing any possible misuse. All personal data and machine-readable zones are laser-engraved
in the second inner layer of the polycarbonate card. Personal and other data are stored within the
chip module in a digital and highly secure manner, in line with the latest standards and security
requirements.

In early 2012, the authorities of Bosnia & Herzegovina decided to provide their citizens with smart
and highly secure eID cards for two main reasons: Firstly, in order to further promote the country's
seamless approach to the European Union, and thus to the Western world. Secondly, as cases of
document fraud with the former ID cards had risen to an intolerable degree, to significantly reduce
the possibility of producing fake ID cards and hence increase the citizens’ trust in the identification
process and documents.
The Agency for Identification Documents, Registers and Data Exchange of Bosnia & Herzegovina
(IDDEEA) selected Mühlbauer to deliver the hardware and software for the production and
personalization of ID-1 card bodies for advanced eID cards, as well as for driver’s licenses. The

The advanced smart cards have been deployed to the citizens of Bosnia & Herzegovina since March
2013. By April 2019, 2.7 million eID cards and 1.6 million driver’s licenses have successfully been
issued.
In 2014, the successful cooperation was further expanded: Mühlbauer was awarded the contract
for the production and personalization of the Bosnian ePassport. Since October 2014, the third
generation of ePassports with Supplemental Access Control (SAC) has been successfully issued to
Bosnian citizens. Similar to the ID documents mentioned before, the new ePassport also features
Mühlbauer’s Embedded Picture technology. Furthermore, it features several high security features
such as a laser-engraved ghost image, negative micro-text and rainbow bi-fluorescent UV printing,
which make the document unforgeable.
Follow ing the customer’s requirements,
standard ePassports can be deployed to the
citizens within 5 days, in urgent cases even
within only 12 hours. By April 2019, 2.15
million ePassports have successfully been
issued.

world record time of only 6 months passed from winning the tender in summer 2012 to the final
acceptance test (FAT) on the 25th of December 2012. In this very short amount of time, Mühlbauer
did not only supply all the central hardware and software components for a complete smart card
issuance system, but also set up a production center in the Bosnian city of Banja Luka and – as part
of the know-how transfer – conducted trainings for the local staff. The image of the ID card holder
is pre-personalized in line with Mühlbauer’s Embedded Picture technology, the latest innovation
for color images on ID documents, and stored in one of the inside layers of the polycarbonate, thus
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Since the new, forgery-proof smart cards
and ePassports have been introduced, the
authorities of Bosnia & Herzegovina could
not record any cases of successfully faked
documents, anymore. That is why these ID
documents rank among the safest in the world.
Contact Information:
Lara Schmaus, +49 (0) 9461 952-1579,
lara.schmaus@muehlbauer.de,
www.muehlbauer.de
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MÜHLBAUER TECURITY®
COMPREHENSIVE GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS

e-Government Services

Healthcare

Many governments around the world are looking at e-Government
initiatives as a way to improve their dealings with companies and
the general public. Properly implemented, there can be advantages
for all parties. For example, government agencies can benefit
from shorter processing times, while transactions can be made
regardless of time or place. Citizens and businesses, meanwhile,
save time and do not have to make a journey to deal with these
agencies.

The use of smart cards in the health-care industry is a prime
example of how advanced identification technology can help to
improve the status quo. With their high data and communication
security, memory capacity, f lexible programming options and
standardized interfaces, they are a product that can enhance data
mobility and availability in the health sector. Smart cards can be
put to many uses in this sector, with the most popular being health
insurance IDs, patient data cards and health professional cards.

In essence, e-Government solutions create an environment where
the data ‘runs around’ rather than the citizens.

Electronic Driving Licences

There are a number of different levels of e-Government that
were specified by the UNO in a study called “Benchmarking
e-Government”. These are:
•

Security is not a product, but one of the most valuable goods of a nation.
The core of a holistic ID program is the constant capability to increase
and optimize the integrity of the national identification scheme.
Mühlbauer is strongly committed to providing reliable and
secure government solutions for your citizens, thus creating trust and
absolute confidence whilst meeting all your individual requirements.
Mühlbauer – Your Reliable Partner for Your National ID Program

Emerging e-Government – official online presence is
established;
•
Enhanced e-Government – several official government web
sites exist, which are frequently updated and contain office
opening hours and email contacts;
•
Interactive e-Government – Users can download forms,
interact through the web and contact officials electronically.
Citizens may be able to post comments and search specialized
databases;
•
Transactional e-Government – Users can pay for services and
make other transactions online. These may include passport
services, birth and death records applications, payment of
car registration fees, utility bills etc. Digital signatures may
be used and secured sites with user authentication are also
present;
•
Seamless e-Government – The complete integration of
e-services across administrative boundaries. Users can
access any service instantly via a unified package.
A key point surrounding e-Government is the security of the
process. Data must be securely transmitted and processed,
providing confidentiality and data integrity, while the authenticity
of the data also must be able to be demonstrated. In addition, the
data recipient must have legal proof that the data has actually
been sent by the sender, so that the sender cannot later deny the
transaction (non-repudiation).
An effective way to meet these security requirements is to
combine the use of smart cards with digital signature technology.
The following describes how such a system might operate: The
government issues smart cards to its citizens, which each contain
a unique public/private key pair and the ability to generate
digital signatures. The user would then send the public key to the
certification authority (typically the government), which will sign
and store a certificate which includes the user’s personal data and
public key – this proves that the public key and the signature of the
user are valid, so establishing a trustworthy link between a public/
private key pair and a citizen. Citizens can then use their smart
cards to sign digital documents with their private key.

In some countries there is currently a migration from the
previously issued card-based driving license (with pertinent
owner information printed onto the face of the card) towards
an electronic driving license. An electronic driving license is a
smart card containing personal information about the driver,
including which vehicle types or even individual vehicles he or
she is authorised to drive. In some cases, the smart card can also
serve as an ignition key, i.e. the vehicle will only start if there is
correspondence between the card and the vehicle unit itself.
As early as 1997, a field trial with 15 vehicles has been carried
out with support from the Swedish Road Administration which
concluded that the concept of using the driving license as ignition
key worked in practice and that it could have a great effect on
traffic safety, by preventing unauthorised driving and car theft.

Electronic Social Cards
Electronic social cards, also known as an electronic social security
cards, are the smart card based equivalent of a card-based
document allowing citizens access to government social security
access and benefits.
In some countries, the electronic social card can be used as
a recognized form of ID and can contain functions such as
information records, self-service enquiry, medical insurance
settlements and financial payment. Some governments and
institutions worldwide believe that the electronic social security
card is an important measure in building a unified social security
service platform and promoting offline and online social security
services.
The issuance and use of social cards are steadily increasing. By the
end of 2018, China had issued 3 million electronic social security
cards, the latest figures from the Ministry of Human Resources
and Social Security (MHRSS) show.

www.muehlbauer.de
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X INFOTECH TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS HELPS ISSUE IN SOCIAL CHANGE FOR KENYA

X Infotech technology solutions helps usher in social change for Kenya
By X Infotech

The program is run by the Government of Kenya, that aims to transform public service delivery by providing
access for citizens to various public services from 12 ministries, departments and agencies, via citizen service
centers and integrated technology platforms. The Huduma Card is an innovation of its kind within the
Government of Kenya. It is one of the five service delivery channels within the Huduma Kenya Program.

X Infotech Huduma Project

It combines an international MasterCard payment application, two local payment applications, and an
identiﬁcation application with biometric authentication functionality.

Software products from X Infotech, a global provider of software solutions for identity documents and
multiapplication cards, are now implemented in the Huduma Card project within the Huduma Kenya program
in Kenya. X Infotech was selected by the Government of Kenya and four local banks, for its industry-proven
identity management, electronic card issuance and personalization solutions.
The Huduma Kenya program aims to provide a Multi-channel, “single window” citizen access to transactional
Government services using a variety of channels such as:

Hunger Safety Net and Orphans & Vulnerable Children Program

•
•
•
•
•

One Stop Shop Huduma Citizen Service Centers;
Online Huduma web portal;
Mobile phone Huduma platform;
A Huduma call center and;
An Integrated Huduma payment gateway.

The Huduma Kenya program will also unlock opportunities for the ICT Sector, create Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) jobs and promote youth enterprise to accelerate economic development and enable the
achievement of Kenya Vision 2030.
Within the Huduma Card project, X Infotech Biometric Enrolment solution captures biometric data of a citizen
and verifies it against the information available on the National registry. X Infotech Card Personalization and
X Infotech Process Management solutions ensure centralized and instant issuance of dual-interface cards at all
banks involved — KCB bank, Equity Bank, Commercial Bank of Africa and Diamond Trust Bank. X Infotech
also provides a centralized Payment Gateway, connecting all necessary APIs of Government-based portals and
mobile applications.
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In cooperation with Equity Bank and Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Services, X Infotech has delivered
a software solution for the issuance of social cards in Kenya. This program ensures secure cash transfers for
vulnerable households. X Infotech deployed the Biometric Enrolment and Card Personalization solutions. X
Infotech has delivered an end-to-end Card Personalization solution and Biometric Enrolment, designed to
capture biometric data and verify identity.
The Hunger Safety Net Program, along with Orphans and Vulnerable Children project in Kenya are notable
examples in the area of social cards, enhancing social inclusion and regular cash transfers to vulnerable
households.
Contact Information
X Infotech
Tel: +371 6 793 01 71
Email: bd@x-infotech.com
www.x-infotech.com
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Turning ID cards in Africa from vision into reality

THE NIGERIAN ELECTRONIC NATIONAL IDENTITY CARD

The Nigerian electronic National Identity Card

By cryptovision

GhanaCard

As a key vendor to the Ghanaian prime contractor Identity
Management Systems (IMS), a subsidiary of Margins ID
Group, cryptovision delivered critical components for
the project, including the applications on the eID card,
the backend certificate infrastructure, and middleware
components used at the card issuance terminals.
The Ghanaian government has ambitious goals to issue over
16 million eIDs to its citizens within 12 months. As at April
2019, more than 500.000 cards had been issued, with mass
issuance slated to start in the first half of the year.
The GhanaCard is a multi-application document. In addition
to the primary function of identity verification, it also serves
as a passport equivalent for travel within the ECOWAS sub
region. It will enable strong two-factor authentication as a
password replacement for eGovernment services online and
can be used for digital signature of electronic documents.
Furthermore, it is also suitable for financial transactions; the
plan is to enable citizens to activate the payment application
after card issuance.
To ensure the secur it y of the GhanaCard and its
infrastructure, the Ghanaian government rely on technology
provided by cryptovision: For the functions on the card
and also the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), as well as the
token-based access to the PKI. The GhanaCard PKI, which is
designed for 16 million certificate holders, ranks among the
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most advanced certificate management systems worldwide
– incorporating several certification authorities (CAs) and
multiple certificates on each card.
In terms of document security, the GhanaCard is one of
the few eID documents outside of the EU to feature a card
verifiable, certificate-based PKI. Leveraging EAC and
SAC provides one of the most secure eID documents in
Africa, while still providing a simple method to access
card information via the CAN. The government of Ghana is
planning to use the same chip platform and ePasslet for other
documents, like an electronic passport and other government
applications.
The GhanaCard card also functions as a biometric travel
document that will allow holders to travel freely within the
West African sub region.
“The GhanaCard PKI is designed for over 16 million certificate
holders. It ranks among the most advanced certificate
management systems worldwide.” Markus Hoffmeister, CEO
of cryptovision

With over 180 million citizens, Nigeria is not only Africa’s
most populous country, but also the largest nation in the
world that has ever begun a national smart card based
eID program. Along with the eID, the Nigerian Identity
Management Commission (NIMC) is deploying a new citizen
database to drive inter-agency identification efforts and
harmonize government services.
The eID plans of the Nigerian government are ambitious. The
cards will be used for identification, border control, digital
signatures, payment and several more applications. The
trust base of this card system is one of the largest PKIs ever
built. The full deployment of this infrastructure will include
at least eight Certification Authorities issuing certificates for
nearly 150 million citizens and residents.

applications as a base, but also because it is flexible enough
to allow for custom sovereign applications. Contrary to
most competing solutions, ePasslet Suite is based on
open standards and provides Nigeria independence from
proprietary and undocumented technologies. In addition
to the card applications, cryptovision also delivers the
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) based on CAmelot, the
cryptographic interfaces and digital signature components
based on the smart card middleware sc/interface and eID
protocol implementations with the SCalibur SDK. With all
of these components being open standards based, it ensures
that the card will be interoperable with all sorts of different
systems including customs & border control, payment
networks, and classic IT uses.

The Nigerian government chose cryptovision as one of the
key contractors – not only for the card applications, but also
for the backend PKI. In order to deliver a true converged
multi-application card, cryptovision’s ePasslet Suite provides
a Java Card based library of applets, masked on the card
chip, for virtually all eID applications. At launch, the eID
supported applications included a custom eID application,
an ICAO compliant logical data structure, and a digital
signature application and biometrics package.

One of the most interesting goals of the Nigerian eID card
is the financial inclusion aspect and the intent to “bank the
unbanked” as of a large part of the Nigerian population.
It is estimated that about 40 million Nigerians have no
bank account, nor access to any formal banking, with a
majority of which are women in rural areas. By providing
an optional pre-paid personal account number, the eID card
would serve as a primary conduit to be able to deposit and
withdraw funds at ATMs, transact with online payments,
and eventually receive government benefit remuneration
directly.

Perhaps most notably, the identity document also includes
a payment feature based on an additional Java Card applet
provided by MasterCard. Later editions of the card may
feature Visa and a Pan-African version from Verve. The
Nigerian government chose ePasslet Suite not only because
it is a powerful solution that implements all common eID

Contact Information:
Marco Smeja,
marco.smeja@cryptovision.com ,
www.cryptovision.com
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Partner of choice for a secure ID world
By AUSTRIACARD

Carrying more and more cards in our pockets and relying increasingly on smart technology,
makes it an imperative to provide compact and secure products for our everyday transactions and
identification processes. Not only from a governments’ point of view, but also for end-customers,
the need arises to provide solutions that can combine many applications in one card connected to
e-solutions and still not lose sight of security aspects.

We create your
eID solution
Standardized, multi-app & bespoke eID documents
Tools for easy personalisation
eID application integration

The production process of smart cards involves mainly the printing of plastic foils that may include
special security features like micro-printing, iridescent printing, guilloches and much more,
according to customer specifications and demands. On top and after lamination of the card’s layers,
also relief surface, holograms and transparent borders maybe added to a card, classified according
to what is required for authenticity and be forgery-proof. However, although these security features
provide the ‘visible’ security, the main step in the production of the card and the security need itself,
is the embedding of a chip with contact or contactless interface. At this point AUSTRIACARD
becomes the partner of choice, in order to provide solutions with its highly secure chip operating
systems AMIGOS and ACOS.
The operating system of the embedded chip is the heart of an intelligent card or respectively the
smart card. It is a closed system embedded in a Microcontroller, through which a high level of
security is guaranteed.
Taking the challenge, AUSTRIACARD has started to position the “AUSTRIACARD Multi-interface
Government and ID Solution (AMIGOS)” product line, which allows each element – card body,
chip, operating system and applications – to be adjusted according to the needs and wishes of the
customer with the valuable cooperation of partners.
AMIGOS is providing innovative Gov. & ID solutions like National and Personal Identity Cards,
ICAO travel documents, citizen cards with or without electronic signature, health cards, driving
licenses and more, based on ISO 7816 commands and smart OS functionalities in scope of memory
management, cryptography realization or performance optimization.

Document PKI

ACOS, the EMV operating system of AUSTRIACARD meets the requirements of international
payment transactions and is updated regularly in order to meet specifications set forth by
MasterCard, VISA and native payment solutions since decades.
Moreover, AUSTRIACARD is also developing solutions for on-line solutions like tokenization,
digital e-commerce wallet and cloud based payments.

www.cryptovision.com
Subscribe to our
w!
NEWSLET TER no

Meet us @

11th – 13th June 2019

18th – 20th June 2019

SDW in London

ID4Africa in Johannesburg

booth S 120
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Some examples of AUSTRIACARD΄s success stories in the region:

Sri Lanka’s Driving License

Federal Republic of Nigeria

AUSTRIACARD manufactured high quality polycarbonate card bodies for the Nigerian smart
ID-cards. The card bodies are 100% multilayered polycarbonate cards, with 7 layers being fused
together without adhesives and 19 comprehensive security features (IR, UV, OVI, laser engraving)
incorporated.
High durability is another asset of the card body, granting a life span of 10 years. Due to the fact
that the NID is designed as a multi-purpose ID card, compliance with ISO/IEC 7816 and ICAO
9303 (optical features and MRZ lines) is ensured.

As a subcontractor to FACE technologies and Metropolitan, AUSTRIACARD was a part of the
success of the Driving License for Sri Lanka. The card body, a composite material combination
PET-G/PC/PVC, had security features like Iris/Rainbow print, Microtext, Guilloches, OVI and a
hot stamped 2D/3 e-beam generated hologram. Personalization is done through Laser engraving.
Equipped with a contact chip and AUSTRIACARD’s native ACOS operating system, it was the first
biometric eDL in Asia.

Rwanda Smart National ID Cards

AUSTRIACARD’s partners supplied the card with an advanced chip-solution, including 13 applets
(amongst others: eID, PKI, Match on Card, ICAO Travel) from which the payment applet in
accordance with the EMV regulations was an absolute novelty, making Nigeria’s NID the world’s
first ID-document with credit-card function. Once the card owner’s National Identity Number
(NIN) is applied on the card, it also can be used as a key-card to various e-government services.

Electronic Driving License for Kenya
The Rwanda Smart National ID pilot project consists of polycarbonate cards equipped with security
features like Guilloche, Iris and UV printing. In addition, a holographic overlay is applied after
personalization. Also for this card, an IC (JCOP TM) with the operating system SCOS-J is used,
enabling applications like ICAO, eID, eDL, immigrants ID, family tree and payment via Dual
Interface technology.
AUSTRIACARD has also undertaken projects for the Austrian ID and Driving license, Swedish
Citizen ID, Austrian and Andalusian Health Card and many more, combining state of the art
technology with many years of know-how.

A high-quality polycarbonate card body with security features such as Iris/Rainbow print,
Microtext, Guilloches, Kinegram and OVI. Personalization via Laser engraving. It is a
multipurpose card with ICAO and payment applet.
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PART 3

SYSTEM integration
OVERVIEW
System integration issues can make or break an identification project. Effective integration can lead to a system that is well liked, cost
effective and efficient, while bad integration can lead to many years of technical headaches and even complete system failure – especially
if disgruntled users reject the system.

System Integration
The challenge is the pulling together of all the many different
strands involved in a project, which can almost seem
overwhelming in an identification scheme, especially if it is largescale. Integration also needs to take part on many levels, from the
physical integration of many different suppliers’ products, to the
effective pooling and use of disparate data sources.

Often the implementation of a new identification system can
require a change in working practice by the end user, who may
be used to dealing with large legacy systems, so this human
issue must also be carefully considered.

Unparalleled Support

There are usually numerous companies involved in a project,
but unfortunately there is no “Identification Handbook” which
can guide a customer through every step of the project.

At the heart of many identification schemes are the data and the
carrying devices. As smart cards become ever more popular as
a sophisticated way to store, process and protect ID data, then
the correct choice of this critical component of a system is key.

In particularly large projects, it is advisable to work closely
with experienced partners that have the ability to assess and
recommend the technology that best meets users’ needs. It is
often a good idea to try a small pilot before committing to a
particular set of products.

Most smart card companies or solution providers purchase the
chips for their cards directly from semiconductor companies, such
as Infineon Technologies. Therefore, unless specifically requested,
it is unusual to see a chip manufacturer bid directly for a largescale ID project, as that task is normally left to their customers.

Data Dilemma
In identification projects that span across many different
business or governmental processes, such as the implementation
of a national identification scheme, one of the biggest challenges
is the integration of the different data sources.
The issue is easy to understand. A person’s name may be listed
in numerous disparate government agency databases, but there
may be slight variations to the way that name is formatted or the
way an address is written. So, one of the first steps is to aim for
standardized methods of data storage to be established, to enable
the disparate systems to be able to effectively communicate.
Consideration as to how these data will be maintained and
accessed via numerous different channels must also be given.

However, as successful integration is such an important issue,
Infineon feels the best approach for it is to support not only its
customers – the card manufacturers or solution providers – but
also its end customers – service providers, such as the bank,
network operator or government agency.
It is Infineon’s goal to offer the level of security the customer
needs. Therefore, should the security of the hardware design
be absolutely critical, Infineon has the ability to make changes
in the design of the smart card chip to suit requirements. For
example, if it is required to have a specific non-volatile memory
section for biometric data, then this change to the IC design can
be accommodated.
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PART 4

SECURITY Aspects
It goes without saying that security is of paramount importance when implementing an identification system using ID cards. Without
it, the risk of system failure (and also the failure of the individual ID cards) and identity fraud increases dramatically and can lead to
financial losses, as well as damaged credibility and confidence in the system. Depending upon the application it could also compromise
safety.

Security As Standard
Although security is of utmost importance, it must be
understood from the beginning that 100% security is never
possible. However, a good security approach will target that the
money, time and effort required to break a system would not be
worth the potential reward. This barrier to attack may weaken
over time, as new attack methods are discovered, but new
security techniques will also emerge, so that system security
can stay ahead of the attacker’s abilities.
Behind most identification schemes, there is normally an IT
system, which will perform functions such as storing and
authenticating personal user information. There are four major
security issues that these IT systems need to contend with:
•

Secured Authentication – protect data and/or access from
illegitimate users;

•

Data Confidentiality – personal or sensitive data is
protected from non-legitimate users;

•

Data Integrity – protect data from being purposefully
changed by non-legitimate users;

•

Data Availability – protect the availability of data to the
right person whenever necessary.

These issues are normally achieved using different security
measures. For example, authentication can be achieved
using a password, PIN or biometric, such as a fingerprint,
while confidentiality can be maintained through encryption
measures.
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Clearly then, an effective security system will never rely on a
single security mechanism. After all, if the door to a house has
the most sophisticated lock known to mankind, but its hinges
are rusty or there is a window left open, then that single strong
security measure will be bypassed. Successful security will look
at a portfolio of security measures to keep the overall system
protected from attack. It is best if these security measures are
of a similar difficulty to overcome, as the point of attack will
normally always be at the weakest point.

Certification Issues
The user of any security system normally has three questions
– is the system secured, how secured is it and how much does
it cost? For just over a decade, issuers of security systems
have been able to look at security evaluations performed by
independent bodies, such as governments. In Europe, the
Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC)
standards were developed and agreed by France, Germany,
the Netherlands and the UK in 1991, but later superseded by
the Common Criteria standards. Common Criteria (ISO/IEC
15408) emerged to bring together various security technology
initiatives worldwide to create a security evaluation and
certification scheme, which is meaningful to a wider audience.
The benefit of having a certified product, such as a smart card
chip, is the high level of confidence that comes from independent
evaluation, while demonstrating that the vendor of the product
has been willing to put their product to the test.
Common Criteria is a framework in which computer system
users can specify their security functional and assurance
requirements (SFRs and SARs respectively) in a Security
Target (ST). Such requirements may be taken from Protection

Profiles (PPs), which specify generic security requirements for a
given family of products. Vendors can then implement or make
claims about the security attributes of their products, and testing
laboratories can evaluate the products to determine if they actually
meet the claims. In other words, Common Criteria provides
assurance that the process of specification, implementation and
evaluation of a computer security product has been conducted in
a rigorous, and standard and repeatable manner at a level that is
commensurate with the target environment for use.
Common Criteria certifications have a sliding scale that can be
assigned to a particular product, with the top of the scale being
high security and the bottom of the scale representing very low
levels of security. Under the certification schemes, any electronic
product or system that claims to have a security capability can be
evaluated. This can include a range of products, such as operating
systems, data-base management systems, fire-walls, smart cards,
the chips at the heart of a smart card and PKI systems.

IC’s is the Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) - the numerical
rating describing the depth and rigor of an evaluation. Each EAL
corresponds to a package of security assurance requirements
(SARs, see above) which covers the complete development of a
product, with a given level of strictness. Common Criteria lists
seven levels, with EAL 1 being the most basic (and therefore
cheapest to implement and evaluate) and EAL 7 being the most
stringent (and most expensive).
Typically, at Government application level, ICs are found to be EAL
6+, Java Card Operating Systems and mature OS’s are EAL 5+,
however, some will be CC EAL6+ certified by 2020 and for Applets
CC EAL 5+ by 2020 also. Infineon’s security controller families
are between CC EAL 5+ high and CC EAL 6+ high. Infineon is
committed to continuing this strategy of achieving recognizable
security certification for its security ICs.

The evaluation process also tries to establish the level of confidence
that may be placed in the product's security features through
quality assurance processes. Fundamental to the field of secure

SECURE CONTROLLER
FAMILIES
SLC 32
SLC 37
SLC 52
SLE 77

CERTIFICATION LEVEL

APPLICATIONS

CC EAL 6+ high
CC EAL 6+ high
CC EAL 6+ high
CC EAL 5+ high

SLE 78

CC EAL 6+ high

Payment
eSE, NFC eSE
Government ID
Govt. ID, Payment, Transport
& Ticketing
NFC

SLE 79
SLE 97

CC EAL 5+ high
CC EAL 5+ high

Entertainment
NFC (Mobile Communications)

SOLID FLASH
Integrity Guard
SOLID FLASH
NFC Optimized

TABLE 1: INFINEON FAMILY OF CONTROLLERS AND CERTIFICATION LEVELS

Attack Scenarios
As one of the key components in many identification schemes, it is
important that any new smart card is efficiently and well secured.
Security begins with the concept and design of the security
controller, followed by the manufacturing and delivery processes,
where an audit trail is established for each chip and card. However,
it is the threat from attackers that is the biggest concern. These
people might attempt to use a genuine card illegally or try to
extract secrets from a card to produce counterfeit cards.
External attacks can be invasive or non-invasive depending on the

attack method used. An invasive attack would involve the physical
tampering with the chip, while a non-invasive process might, for
example, involve the monitoring and analysing of its electrical
power consumption, when different instructions are carried
out. Appropriate analysis of the power consumption can lead to
indirect information and security leakage.
Physical Attack
Probing or forcing signals is one potential physical attack method
an attacker might attempt, in a bid to create a counterfeit card,
although such attacks are potentially very expensive. Anything
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from chemical agents to peel away layers on the chip to the
bombardment of electrons to deduce electrical potential and
activity at certain points are possible attack scenarios.
Due to the expense of such attack methods, smart card
manufacturers have typically applied effective countermeasures.
However, because more complex equipment is now also becoming
more cheaply available, combined with the increase in potential
reward for the successful attacker as society relies more heavily
on smart cards, more sophisticated techniques to prevent physical
attack, such as the complete encryption of the memory, have been
in place for a while now.

Security Features
An impressive combination of security features and innovations
are currently implemented in Infineon’s family of security
controllers, including Infineon’s latest security technology –
Integrity Guard (see ““Integrity Guard” – Proven Security For The
Next Decade”). Some security functions that are integrated into
smart card ICs from Infineon Technologies include:
•
•
•
•

Electrical Security
•
Another method open to the potential attacker, is to monitor
the power consumption of the chip as it performs different
instructions. This process usually needs to be repeated many
times using different input values. Electrical noise also needs to
be screened out. Based on this monitored information, attackers
could derive knowledge about secret data processed in the chip.
Chip manufacturers have developed various types of camouflage
against this type of attack, including the use of additional
interference (chaff) or the reduction in noise created by the chip
through special filtering circuits. Infineon eliminates the rootcause of this effect through a dedicated design methodology
applied to critical parts of the chip design.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Sensor and filters for controlling operating conditions;
Memory encryption of ROM, EEPROM and XRAM to prevent
memory analysis;
Data and address scrambling in memories and buses;
Memory Management Unit (MMU) for secured multiapplication and data protection;
Dedicated logic design and hardware-countermeasures
against power analyses;
Proprietary CPU design for security;
Dedicated symmetric and asymmetric crypto co-processors
for fast and secured crypto-operations;
True random number generator for cryptographic purposes
and hardware- security features;
Active shielding against any kind of invasive attacks;
Protection against optical attacks (e.g. laser fault injection)
using light sensors and memory encryption algorithms;
Integrity Guard – controllers equipped with robust digital
mechanisms to protect sensitive data and to monitor security
conditions;
SOLID FLASH – flexible non-volatile memory technology

“INTEGRITY GUARD”
– Proven Security For The Next Decade
A security chip must be able to store security-critical data – for example keys, personal data or
biometric information – and be able to protect the system in a wide range of totally different
application fields. Until now, companies have focused on protecting on-chip data from criminal
attack by concealing it. Sensors have been used to recognize such attacks and to protect sensitive
data from consequent manipulation. However, these methods no longer meet the very high
security requirements that exist today.
To protect data more effectively, Infineon developed a completely new approach to security
with “Integrity Guard”. This now proven technology is based on revolutionary innovations.
Infineon engineers have succeeded in creating a security technology that does not only encrypt
the data on the security controller, but can also process the data while it is encrypted. Even if
malicious attackers “eavesdrop” on the data signals, they only receive encrypted, and therefore
incomprehensible, information.
“Integrity Guard” is a security technology that has been inspired by the information storage and
information processing of a living cell; the actual inspiration for the concept was the double helix
of a human cell. The idea behind it is simple enough - every biological cell is comparable to a
“secure computer” that must safely store and process genetic information.
The technical realization of this innovation equips controllers with robust digital mechanisms
to protect secure data and to monitor security conditions. Utilizing the “Integrity Guard”, the
controller reacts autonomously on security threats. At the core of this self-checking design is a
double CPU that performs a continuous self-check of all operations. This self-checking actually
results in ‘integrity protection’ – hence the name “Integrity Guard”.

Code Breaking
A critical part of a smart card’s security stems from the algorithms
that are used to encrypt the data within the smart card. The main
vulnerability comes when the data is passed from the card to a
reader, when a transaction is taking place. Even though this
information is encrypted, with the appropriate mathematical
know how and colossal computing power, it could be possible to
crack the code. This would be an extremely difficult task however.
As well as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithms,
smart cards are using public key infrastructure (PKI) systems
which, properly implemented, are highly secure and have the
benefit that communications can be authenticated between two
parties who were previously unknown to each other. PKI systems
are normally based on RSA and ECC algorithms however.
When conducting a transfer of information between two entities
(for example card and point of sale) a secured communication
channel is required. This includes a process of mutual
authentication between the two devices and the creating of a
‘session key’ based on the DH session key generation.
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Infineon provides various application notes and recommendations
for secured implementation of security relevant features to its
customers. In addition, Infineon also provides a fully certified
crypto library, which is comprised of cryptographic support
routines of up to 4096bit RSA key length. The target marketplace
and its respective security profile will determine the extent to
which security features are included.

Another key element of “Integrity Guard” is the comprehensive encryption over the whole data
path, leaving no plaintext on the chip. “Integrity Guard” encryption goes much further than
conventional concepts and for the first time in chip card history, even calculates with encrypted
numbers in the CPU itself.
In addition to the complete encryption of the entire data path (CPUs, memories, caches and buses),
these high security controllers have two CPUs and a refined error-detection system. The two units
continually monitor each other, and should a unit detect that an operation has not been properly
executed due to an attack, it initiates the corresponding countermeasures. In this case, the chip
immediately stops the ongoing processes and triggers an alarm. This makes it possible to ward off
the most varied kinds of attacks.

Unique Integrity Guard Security Features
Thanks to the scope of their security features, controllers with “Integrity Guard” meet very high
security requirements. Their robust design overcomes the disadvantages of analog security
technologies. Full on-chip encryption, including encrypted calculation in the CPU itself and full
error-detection capabilities over the complete core architecture, provides the basis for the efficient
protection of sensitive data against external attacks.
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Full Error detection
“Integrity Guard” security chips are the first of their kind to be equipped with a full error
detection capability for the complete data path. A dual CPU approach allows error detection even
while processing – the CPUs constantly check each other to establish whether the other unit is
functioning correctly. Relevant attack scenarios can be detected, whereas things that would not
lead to an error are more or less ignored. Thus the risk of false alarms – a significant disadvantage
in conventional solution concepts – is significantly reduced. The approach includes error detection
and correction throughout the entire system.
Total encryption
The security controllers with Infineon’s “Integrity Guard” are equipped with full encryption over
the complete CPU core and the memories – meaning no more plain data is left on the chip. It is the
first time ever in commercial security controllers that the two CPUs have utilized fully hardwareencrypted calculation, and this with different dynamic secret keys. This process is only possible
because Infineon, which allows the integration of real encrypted operations, has implemented the
CPUs from scratch.
Signal protection
In signal protection, the main objective is to reduce the attractiveness of the signals for the
attacker to the minimum. This is done by means of full encryption of the complete data path.
Attackers, therefore, would only eavesdrop encrypted signals

Towards Durable Security
For the challenges on the path towards durable and lasting security, a professional approach
is necessary in order to evaluate the future of attacks and suitable countermeasures. When
developing new product families, the planned and anticipated lifetime needs to be kept in mind.
As it is the case for electronic passport chips, there is often a span of ten to fifteen years between
the design and end of the product’s lifetime in the field.
Infineon’s own security laboratories therefore focus on researching what will appear next in terms
of known or even completely new attack scenarios. Localized attack methods aim at finding secret
keys in the very heart of a chip – the CPU.
Unencrypted CPUs make access to sensitive data easier; they can be analyzed by an attacker
using today’s state-of-the-art methods, such as optical emission analysis or electromagnetic
emanation attacks. It has been shown that conventional, scenario-specific countermeasures not
only drive the cost spiral upwards, and lead to tedious security updates, but also no longer serve
the requirements of applications with a high security demand.

Integrity Guard – the smartest digital
security technology in the industry
You need security? Relax with Integrity Guard!
With more than 1.5 billion chips sold, Integrity Guard is setting the technological standard for chip-based security. It
bundles several highly sophisticated digital security mechanisms that combine to cover a broad spectrum of potential
attacks. Integrity Guard has been developed for applications with high data security requirements for a particularly long
life cycle, such government-issued electronic ID documents (passports, national ID and health care cards).
Security chips with Integrity Guard feature:

› Robust security for demanding needs
› Even in the CPU core, data is always encrypted
› Harmless events don’t cause false alarms

www.infineon.com/integrityguard
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› Chip architecture reduces need for costly updates
› Automated security features for faster time to market
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The Advantages of “Integrity Guard”

THE ADVANTAGES OF “INTEGRITY GUARD”

Accreditation and testing

“Integrity Guard” offers a multitude of important advantages, which fully pay off in the
development of security products.

“Integrity Guard” security technology has been evaluated by the accredited and internationally
recognized TÜViT testing and certification authority.

Customer-friendly security

The Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) confirmed the high security of Infineon's
“Integrity Guard”-based security chips according to “Common Criteria”, the internationally
recognized standard for the rigorous assessment and certification of security chips. Furthermore,
the security controller meets the security requirements for payment cards from EMVCo (Europay,
Mastercard, Visa). More than 20 Common Criteria EAL 6+ certificates, maintenance certificates
or reassessments for security controllers based on “Integrity Guard” have been achieved.

Today, providing top-level security often means investing great effort and high costs – not only
for the chip manufacturer, but also for the Operating System and application software developers.
Adding security often decreases flexibility in conventional applications or is even decreasing the
performance. In Infineon’s security controllers with “Integrity Guard” technology, almost all
security features are automated. Infineon theorizes that because of Integrity Guard’s self-checking
(automated) feature, there is approximately 30% less development time taken, due to less coding
requirements, which leads to a reduced total cost of ownership.
“Customer-friendly security” means that security features are easy to use and provide confidence
along the entire value chain – from chip manufacturer and card manufacturer to system
integrators and the customer. This customer-friendly security results in significantly lower overall
costs over the product life cycle.

“Integrity Guard” in End Applications
Infineon's security technology was developed for applications that require particularly high-level
data security and resilience for a particularly long term of life. Important application fields for
security controllers with “Integrity Guard” include governmental identification documents, as
well as banking and credit cards. In these fields “Integrity Guard” sets the technological standard
for chip-based security already today.

Designing with “Integrity Guard” for a secure solution reduces total cost of ownership through
R&D efficiency for application development and so allowing a shorter time to market for end
customer products. Its open architecture will also accommodate future hardware extensions,
leaving room for expansion of products and their product life spans.

Security controllers are also used increasingly in numerous networked systems such as computers,
IT infrastructures, and industrial control systems, as well as critical infrastructure systems such
as smart grids – where “Integrity Guard” provides the basis for overall system security.

Thanks to their robust design, security chips with “Integrity Guard” technology can also be used
in difficult and demanding environments. Their digital features neither have to be adjusted nor
calibrated, which makes the chips even more resistant. Conditions that do not directly harm the
chip itself will therefore not affect its correct functioning.

In Germany, “Integrity Guard”-based security chips are, for example, used in the electronic
identity and healthcare cards, as well as for contactless payment applications like the German
Banking Industry Committee’s (Deutsche Kreditwirtschaft) “girocard kontaktlos” project. This
project is currently one of Europe’s biggest contactless EMV payment projects.

Mathematically modelled security

“Integrity Guard” is one of the world’s most advanced technologies for delivering a particularly
high level of long-lasting protection for the data on chip cards. Examples of the data involved in the
German eHealth card with six-year validity are the insured person’s name, date of birth, gender
and address, as well as insurance number and insurance status. As with all “Integrity Guard”based security microcontrollers, the data on the eHealth card is not only stored in encrypted form,
but also processed in encrypted form.

Error-detection codes and digital security features can be mathematically modelled. This
facilitates the security evaluation and certification both internally and when performed by third
parties.
Self-checking security
Security chips with “Integrity Guard” have self-controlling security mechanisms. The most
important element is the comprehensive digital error detection over the complete core
architecture, including memories, buses, caches, and the dual CPU.

The inclusion of security controllers using “Integrity Guard” means that the eHealth card is
already equipped for additional applications that further raise the quality of patient care and
the efficiency of treatment. With the insurance holder’s consent, additional personal data can be
stored on the card, such as emergency data, essential medication, allergies, drug intolerance or
indication of pregnancy.

Attack-repellent
The design of the security chips alone impedes attacks. Full encryption is used for the complete
data path including CPU, memories, and buses, covering all stored, processed, and transferred
data. These mechanisms are automated and facilitate the software implementation and use.

Infineon has been supplying “Integrity Guard” technology within their family of SLE 78 security
microcontrollers for the German eHealth card since 2011 and continues to supply the majority of
German eHealth microcontrollers.
Infineon is the only semiconductor manufacturer to supply chips to ten of the currently eleven
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ENABLING BOTH TODAY'S AND TOMORROWS DIGITAL IDENTITIES

PART 5

national health card projects in Europe. Apart from German e-health cards, Infineon’s chips are
also to be found in the e-health cards of Austria, Belgium, Great Britain (without Ireland), Italy,
Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain and Switzerland. Infineon is the global market leader in security
chips for e-health cards with a 60% market share.
The security technology “Integrity Guard” deployed in the eHealth card has received multiple
technological innovation awards. It won the German Industry’s Innovation Award 2010 and the
security industry’s “Sesame Award” 2008 and was nominated for the “Deutscher Zukunftspreis
2012” – the German Federal President’s Award for Innovation and Technology.
“Integrity Guard” puts forward indispensable hardware security features that cannot be
implemented effectively in software and gives software providers an efficient environment for truly
secure, performance and feature rich applications. Infineon had sold more than 2.300.000.000
Mio pieces of “Integrity Guard” products by the end of April 2019.

Enabling BOTH
TODAY’S and
TOMORROW’S digital
identities
The range of identification technology is as diverse as the subject itself. It ranges from biometric devices and smart
cards to PKI systems and database technology. It can be standalone or networked, proprietary or non-proprietary,
used in high volume applications or in small closed systems with just a handful of users.

Other Considerations
Depending upon the specific application of the card, the chip
functionality may not always be used (perhaps the card is used as a
pure photo ID) and so it might be possible for a potential fraudster
to bypass chip security altogether. This makes it important that
the card has other security features that will make the appearance
and feel of the card very difficult to fraudulently copy or use. The
cards should also be highly resistant to wear and tear.
Other security elements that should be considered for the smart
card body include features such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Computer generated covert data
Ghost printing
Holograms and Kinegrams
Indent and embossed printing
Iridescent inks
Micro laser engraving
Microprinting
Optical variable ink
Rainbow printing
Topcoats
UV printing
Coil on Module chip packaging innovation

The types of chips available for identification solutions can range
from a simple memory device to a cryptographic chip that can
perform complex encryption calculations. The chips can also
range from traditional contact-based technology, where a user
places the card into a reader, to contactless ICs (which work via
electro-magnetic waves), that are proving to be the products of
choice for all applications which require easy and convenient user
identification, without the need for physical contact of the card
with a read/write device.
As more and more government-issued ID cards and passports
are being equipped with secure controllers, a whole new world of
possibilities is opening up.

Security is Key
Digitalization has the potential to improve and accelerate border
security through automatic control gates, reduce identity fraud
through biometrics, and bring new and convenient online services
to citizens. For these possibilities to unfold, however, electronic
ID cards must inspire and build trust. Fast contactless processing
capabilities are also essential, particularly with multi-application
schemes combining ticketing and payment functionality, for
instance. Overall, the future of government ID documents hinges
on the security, performance and adaptability of the enabling
embedded security chips.

Security, functionality, interface and lifetime requirements
can vary significantly from one ID project to another. Given the
growing convergence towards multi-application schemes and
the increasing adoption of mobile-based ID applications, the
underlying microcontroller platform must be flexible enough to
support the full spectrum of needs and evolve over time.
Electronic passport
Today’s and tomorrow’s ePassports need to support emerging
standards and the latest ICAO specifications to ensure seamless
interoperability, while also inspiring trust for easy processing by
immigration authorities. At the same time, they must be designed
to last and deliver the very high bit rates (VHBR) and contactless
performance needed for speedy border controls. In addition, they
need to provide high memory for supporting upcoming standards
such as LDS 2.0, which will facilitate visa-based travel.
Electronic national ID card
Given the huge regional variations in national eID cards, card
issuers require flexible microcontroller platforms with scalable
functionality. A growing number of converged services are being
added to multi-application cards. So, for instance, some countries
are adding eVoting services or payment functions to their ID cards.
All of which must be delivered without compromising on security.
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Electronic driver’s license
As electronic driver’s licenses are often used for car rental and
even other identification purposes, they must be designed to the
same high interoperability standards as ePassports. Diversity is
the challenge here. International standardization is imperative to
manage the huge variety of licenses in place – even at national level.
To achieve this and increase fraud resistance, many organizations
are moving towards standardized chip-based licenses.
Electronic health card
E-health cards have the potential to dramatically reduce
healthcare costs through digitalization, and also to reduce fraud.
Additionally, they improve the patient experience by storing key
medical data and medication history. These cards must offer
robust protection of these sensitive data. Widespread adoption
also calls for ease of administration and a mature telematics
infrastructure to network all players in the care continuum and
enable dynamic updates of data and functionality.
The rise of the Multi-Application card
Multi-application cards are seen as the next step up from
single use smart cards. Multi-application cards are smart cards
(predominately ID cards) combined with multiple non-related
applications, such as healthcare ID, driver’s license, ID for online
authentication and payment on one card.

of implementation, to reduce customer design-in effort and speed
up time-to-market.

Building on the success of the SLE 78 family with its sophisticated
Integrity Guard concept, the SLC 52G is Infineon’s next-generation
security controller family. It is custom-designed specifically for
long-term use in government ID markets.
In combination with the existing SLE 78 product family, the
extended SLC 52G portfolio meets all governmental identification
requirements and is future-proven beyond 2020. Support for
new standards like LDS 2.0 for ePassports or Very High Bit Rates
(VHBR) speed up transaction times during border control.

Leading Technologies And Ready-To-Go
Solutions
Infineon has a wide range of industry leading technologies for a
variety of secure applications, as well as ready-to-go-solutions to
allow fast time-to-market for customers delivering government ID
solutions.
•

“Integrity Guard” – the security level for
eGovernment applications
The smartest security concept in the industry, “Integrity
Guard” features a highly sophisticated security architecture,
including a fully encrypted data path and a self-checking
dual CPU core. It provides robust protection for today’s and
tomorrow’s government ID documents.

•

Very high bit rates (VHBR) for fastest transaction times
Security controllers with VHBR enable transaction times
that are up to eight times faster than standard security
controllers (848 kbit/s versus 6.8 Mbit/s). This speed is very
important for border control documents as it has the ability
to reduce delays at the airport. VHBR also supports ultra-fast
personalization.

•

SOLID FLASHTM memory technology for fastest
time-to-market
SOLID FLASHTM is the only future-proof memory technology
suited to multi-application identification schemes. It supports
post-issuance of new applications, dramatically accelerating
software development times by eliminating ROM processing
times.

•

Go contactless with Coil on Module (CoM)
CoM technology is designed to simplify the transition from
contact-based to dual-interface schemes, also supporting

Governments could even issue an eID with payment functionality,
which can then be used to distribute social benefits and services.
Citizens can also use the multi-app eID to pay fees and taxes to the
government. Payment-enabled identity cards also provide a bank
account for every citizen and so, in turn, helps to promote cashless
transactions with all their benefits for citizens, governments,
public authorities, and banks alike.

Government ID Projects Call For A Deep
Understanding Of Security Needs
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contactless processing. Existing manufacturing lines can
simply be used without any new capital investments. With
CoM, you can produce both contactless and dual-interface
digital identification documents, that deliver a level of
robustness and reliability that cannot be achieved with any
other technology.

With more than two billion devices sold into high-security
applications since 2010, their SLE 78 and SLC52 family has set
new standards for government ID projects, meeting all security,
reliability and privacy protection requirements.

One use case of multi-application cards is the combination of
payment and identification functions on national ID cards.
Favoured in developing countries, they provide real benefits for
the nation’s society and economy. Equipping national ID cards
with payment functionalities, allows governments to ensure that
all citizens have a way to deposit, keep funds safe and access funds
in a safe and affordable manner.

Infineon empowers their customers to design and deliver
credentials that are resistant to tampering and fraud, enjoy global
interoperability and are certified to the highest security standards.
Their innovative drive brings their customers the benefits of the
smartest security architectures and products, offering the highest
performance. All of Infineon’s technologies are designed for ease

ENABLING BOTH TODAY'S AND TOMORROWS DIGITAL IDENTITIES

Customers around the world rely on Infineon’s highly integrated,
ready-to-go and certified platforms, scaling from low-end
deployments to high-end multi-application schemes. Their
integrated solutions offer the best combination of hardware
and software for easy design-in and fastest time-to-market.
Supporting both Java Card™ and native operating systems,
these out-of-the-box solutions are tailored to individual needs.
They are available with third-party applications for all typical
eID documents. In addition, they comply with the full range of
standards.
•

•

SLJ 52 family - Oracle’s Java Card platform on SLE 78,
providing tailored solutions for government ID projects,
scaling from basic implementations to complex, feature-rich
solutions.
SLN 52G family - Native generic ID platform on SLE 78,
bundling the MTCOS professional OS with the highest chip
performance, Integrity Guard security and flexibility.

A Trusted Partner With A Proven, Global
Track Record In eID Projects
As the market-leading provider of security technologies for
over 30 years, Infineon has already delivered products to over
150 successful ID reference projects across all Government ID
applications in 69 countries, representing 73% of the world’s
population. In Europe, Infineon provides chips for more than 75%
of the national electronic ID projects and supplies security ICs to
more than 75% of all ePassport projects in Asia Pacific. Infineon
security controllers are also used in approx. 60% of all healthcare
smart cards.
Through close, long-term partnerships with customers and
their global support capabilities – also through our Contactless
Competence Centre – Infineon has developed in-depth industry
insights and the ability to develop solutions tailored to our
customers’ individual needs. Their success is also attributable to
best-in-class, future-proof technologies, high-speed contactless
performance and memory scalability to suit different ID project
requirements.
In addition, they are committed to open standards such as
CIPURSE™, to support the move towards flexible, interoperable
multi-application schemes.
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How governments can benefit from open standards for ID
By Luiz Guimaraes, Latin American Sub-Working Group Chair at OSPT Alliance
Governments and associated bodies are required to make a whole host of ID solutions. Driver’s licences, transport
cards, employee access control, health services, library cards – the list goes on. Not to mention the increasing
desire for multi-application solutions, combining two or more of these functions onto one card.
For the agencies trusted to define these solutions, finding the right partners is both strategically and technically
challenging. Utilizing open standards can offer them a whole range of benefits, as well as relieve some of the
common pain-points experienced.
CIPURSE™, the open, non-proprietary standard developed and maintained by OSPT Alliance, is one such
standard perfect for ID applications. Administered by a not-for-profit industry association with an independent
certification scheme, governments can feel confident that solutions defined on CIPURSE will remain agnostic,
fair, and safe from vendor lock-in. Moreover, they can feel reassured that specifications respect privacy
management regulations and are patent protected by OSPT Alliance’s patent pool.

Bringing TOGETHER
the COMPANIES
that POWER secure
IDENTIFICATION

As these agencies have so many players to consider at each stage, this level of independence is invaluable –
especially looking longer term. With budgets often tight and heavily scrutinized, this also gives these agencies
the power to select from a range of vendors to best meet their budget and strategic requirements. It also means
that managing, upgrading and scaling solutions is dramatically simplified, with full interoperability across the
whole ‘transaction’ network.
Quality, functionality and security, of course, remain imperative beyond the commercial benefits of moving to
open source. Thankfully, CIPURSE is well equipped to deliver on these fronts too. It uses AES 128 cryptography
–part of the encryption utilized by most passports – as well as proven smartcard, standards including ISO 7816
and ISO/IEC 14443-4 that are widely used in major payments infrastructure.
What can be achieved with CIPURSE is really determined by the agency. CIPURSE is a truly flexible standard
set that can support citizen cards, regional cards, state and city implementations; it can be used for applications
covering anything from public transport and health cards, micro-payments and loyalty, and access control even unique citizen access could be added, should an individual desire! All fully interoperable and supporting
NFC, meaning NFC-supporting mobile device, terminal, or reader could be utilized to verify pictures, read
biographic data etc.
CIPURSE has a unique key management system that’s of real value to governments. Multiple applications can
easily be added onto one solution, but each have unique keys. This enables a simple and secure way for different
authorities and agencies to intercommunicate while managing their designated application. Say, for example, a toll
payment card and driver’s licence stored on one card. With CIPURSE, it is simple to separate access rights such
as ‘read’ and ‘write’ for each data within an application, respectively. All-in-one, highly secure and interoperable.
CIPURSE has already been chosen for a number of ID projects and has been selected by Brazil to form the basis
of its driving licence card, securing the data of 66 million drivers. The technology that will feature on the new
card has many benefits, including allowing law enforcement officers to read the data on the card via an NFC
smartphone app, in any location, and quickly coordinate with other agencies across related systems. Additionally,
banks are looking at utilising fingerprint authentication to grant access to services, while additional local public
transportation and access solutions are already in discussion to be implemented on the card.
Visit www.osptalliance.org for further information.
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The digital society will change our understanding of
what it means to ‘trust’
With increasing digitization and interconnection, verified electronic identities are a core requirement for scalable,
sustainable business models - across all industries. Until recently, managing the digital identities of the consumer
was largely unspecified.

With international regulations – such as the GDPR – this is
changing quickly. Government systems are becoming more
complex, require more security and the combination of what
useed to be single applications into multi-application documents.
Choosing the appropriate security measures, in order to guarantee
the protection of consumer data and digital identities is critical.
In this new Digital Society, there will be winners and losers in the
identification industry.
Winners will be those who can add their expertise, their products
and their solutions into a secure multi-application system. Losers
will be those who focus on ‘traditional’ single applications only
and do not consider themselves part of the ‘system’ and have no

working knowledge of the needs of such a system.
The trend for software-based security has gained ground due
to businesses’ need for low cost, easy-to-integrate, intuitive and
user-friendly solutions. However, hardware-based security is the
‘real’ trust anchor. These trust anchors allow the public and private
sector to protect their application against sophisticated cyberattacks, in order to safeguard their brand – and profits.
There are more and more needs and use cases that support a
cooperation of hardware based tokens (smart cards or, for example
ePassports) with mobile solutions (smartphone, internet access)
necessary to fulfill these requests.
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Applications and their respective needs are changing. In the past
there have been single application solutions (eID, health, eDriving
Licenses, ePass etc.).

Partners can also establish valuable contacts that can help your
organisation improve and grow, using the Silicon Trust’s meetings
to maximise business opportunities.

In the future, documents with multi-application features will
grow; for example, an ePass with one application (entry/exit) will
become a multi-purpose and multifunctional document (an ePass
with LDS2.0 in place may also have other functions, such as an
eVisa or travel stamps in the system).

Today it’s important to be part of the online social scene: visibility
on Twitter and in the blogosphere is an effective tool to educate
interested parties about your company’s offering and news. The
Silicon Trust is set up to disseminate news via the various online
and social media channels.

Credibility leads to long term
relationships
1.

Todays’ digital society is changing, and the value on ‘trust’
required between people and connected machines is greater
than ever.
2. Like any changes in a market sector, there will be winners
and losers.
3. Cloud based platforms and software alone is not the answer
for Secure ID.
4. Like it or not, we still require secure hardware to facilitate
real security.
5. And these secure hardware solutions are not as expensive
or as difficult to implement or maintain as many businesses
believe.
6. The Silicon Trust acknowledges that there are other important
elements too, as single app documents and cards become
multi app documents and cards.
7. Just to be certain though, secure credentialing is still the
foundation that a digital society will stand upon.
8. The Silicon Trust is championing the cause of security based
hardware within the secure identification industry.
9. Partners who sign up to the program get great benefits and
exposure for their company...
10. ...As well as the opportunity to explore new markets and
new geographical regions at a fraction of the cost it would
normally cost a company to do so.

Benefits to taking out a membership of
the Silicon Trust
First, it’s about visibility backed by credibility - active participation
puts your company in the forefront of leaders in the industry
and government, through trade and business media contacts,
meetings, conferences and the media’s interest in the Silicon Trust
organisation and events.
Partners can be featured and covered in the Silicon Trust blog,
silicontrust.org, and help create the organization’s voice. Using the
organisation’s magazine – the VAULT – will get your company’s
message across. Partners can use the Silicon Trust ghost writing,
video production, social media and publishing expertise to
transport your message to the relevant marketplaces.
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As an organization, the Silicon Trust provides a unified, credible
voice that no single member can achieve alone. The program also
allows access to decision makers, European politicians and media
influencers and facilitates the collection of information from a
variety of sources and acting on it before many “outsiders” even
know it is happening.
Sharing work with other members reduces the time and
cost needed to evaluate new business models, plan complex
implementation details, develop best practices and resolve
industry issues. Promoting the effective level of hardwarebased security in many sectors is good for members’ businesses,
and helps lower costs and increase vendor choices for users of
hardware-based security systems.

10 reasons why you should be part of the
Silicon Trust
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discover new ways to secure chip-based government
documents such as smart cards, ePassports or tokens, such as
USB Tokens and smart wearables.
Investigate the latest products, innovations and security
features
Talk with specialist technology suppliers
Join the debate and better understand challenges faced by the
industry when implementing Government solutions
Share ideas with informed security professionals from across
the industry
Talk to our partners and local consultants about their
personal experiences in various geographical markets
Enhance your technical knowledge with our technical white
papers, articles, application reviews and training seminars
Learn practical lessons through best practice examples
Establish new contacts and enhance your network
Gain an insight into the issues across Europe, Eastern
Europe, Middle East Africa, Central America and Asia Pacific

Are you thinking of
software protection?
Think CodeMeter!
■ Licenses in hardware, software,
and cloud containers
■ Support for x86, ARM, and PPC
■ Compatibility with PCs, mobile
units, embedded systems, PLCs,
and microcontrollers
■ Seamless interface
with ERP, CRM, and
e-commerce
platforms

4D interoperability is the key to
successful business models in a
global digital marketplace

www.silicontrust.org
Contact steve.atkins@silicontrust.org

Don’t wait any longer
Start protecting your IP now!
s.wibu.com/sdk-cm

+49 721 931720
sales@wibu.com
www.wibu.com

“Coil on Module” – chip module
with antenna at the rear-side
of the module
card body 100%
polycarbonate

radio communication between
card antenna and chip
module antenna

wired card antenna

Go contactless with Coil on Module (CoM)
› CoM is designed to simplify your transition from contact-based to
›
›

dual-interface card production
CoM delivers a new level of card body robustness and reliability
CoM is THE solution for 10 years life time – essential for ID documents

www.infineon.com/CoM

